News from the Principal

Monday 11th May

Learning together with Pride, Passion, Purpose and Persistence.
Focus on Student Learning
Our students have continued to
participate in a range of interesting and
engaging online learning experiences
this week. Featured is a lovely drawing
by Za Biak. Students in SBC were
asked to write a letter and create an
artwork for Essential Workers, to say
thank you for their work and to brighten
their day. These letters have been sent
to a range of people in our community.

Representing numbers 1-10
Students in Junior W were challenged to represent the numbers 1-10 using
resources around the house. This could be lego, pasta, rocks in the garden, toys,
anything at all! Looks like lots of fun to me!

Writing of the week
Apollo’s Escape
Apollo realised that without his lead and
owner, he could run as far as he wanted.
So Apollo reached for the fence and opened
the gate. Apollo sprung from inside the gate
and started to sprint as fast as he could down
the empty street.
As Apollo started running, he heard tiny birds
chirping and little kids playing.
All of a sudden, he realised that he didn’t
know where he was. Apollo got really scared
and wanted to go home. That’s when he found something. It was a
massive tree.
Apollo knew that he would be able to see his house from there. So
Apollo started to climb.
When he had reached the top of the tree, he was able to see his house.
Apollo ran down the tree so fast, he almost tripped but he had done it.
He was back home. By Finn SBC

Koala Toy
By Aaron JM
You can put it on your
leg, your arm and it is
also fluffy and hard
and it is small . It’s fun
to play with and soft
and squishy and the
eyes are really fun to
play with .
Learning together with Pride, Passion, Purpose and Persistence.

SG integrated Studies

Last week, SG explored Australian Democracy
values. They watched a video and then
created images to represent the values. These
include:
 Freedom of election and being elected
 Freedom of assembly and political
participation
 Freedom of speech, expression and
religious belief
 Rule of Law
 Right to basic needs such as water, food
 Right to be treated fairly by others

Webex Fun
If you have popped into any of your child's
Webex meetings, you might notice some
interesting things happening. There have been
dress ups, scavenger hunts, crazy hair days,
bingo games, stories and other fun activities for
the students to enjoy. It is important to us that
during this time, students are not only engaged
with their learning, but also remaining
connected with their peers and are having fun!
Check out Miss G’s donut hair for SG’s crazy

Gallery

Snow Crystals by Hayley
Colour Wheel by Sam P

Snow Crystals by Samantha
Op Art by Martin

Colour Wheel by Lexi

A cube by Silas

A cube by Jimmy

Congratulations to the following
students for earning these class awards:Rilen

JW Gabriel
Stan
Jame

JM

Michael
Aroshi
David

For his focus and efforts while learning his letters.
For all the effort he puts into his work.
Persisting with the new challenges of online learning.
In recognition of his consistency in demonstrating school values
from home – you amaze me!
In recognition of his positivity and enthusiasm during Webex
everyday – your smile lights up the screen!
Persisting with the new challenges of online learning.
Helping his sister and Mrs Woods so much this week!

Mang Bawi
Juvan

Your consistently amazing, focused work on all online learning

SBC Sang Sang

SG

Blessing

For her outstanding commitment to her online learning

Jafeth

His persistence to learn how to upload work onto the google
classroom.

Congratulations to the following
students for earning these class
awards:- Art
JW Lexi

JM

Sam

All of your fabulous art work.

Sung Ku

Lovely to see you and Rachel with your snowflake.

Lincoln

I loved your example of warm and cool colours, well done!

Michael

Demonstrating your cutting skills with brilliant snowflakes.

Samantha

For the amazing range of snowflakes you made.

Brett

Your fantastic example of Op Art.

SBC Blake

SG

Uploading your smile with your snowflake.

Using a ruler to make magnificent Op Art.

Sang Sang

Having a go at Op Art.

Finn

Using a ruler to make magnificent Op Art.

Flora

Using a ruler to make magnificent Op Art.

Mang Bawi

Having a go at Op Art, good work!

Martin

Using a ruler to make magnificent Op Art.

Sarah

Using a ruler to make magnificent Op Art.

Rachel

Fantastic Op Art, and for helping Sung Ku to upload her work.

Kristy

Thanks for the Spirograph patterns, I wish I had a set at home!

Dane

Thanks for your version of Zentangles, integrating note taking
and a spot of maths!

Jimmy

Carefully drawing cubes in perspective, and having a go at a
Rubik's cube!

Congratulations to the following
students for earning these class
awards:- Auslan
JM
Samantha

Displaying trustworthiness, enthusiasm and devotion showing
their best Auslan learning and practice at home.

Michael

Displaying trustworthiness, enthusiasm and devotion showing
their best Auslan learning and practice at home.

SBC

SG

Sarah

For being an Auslan Star- consistently striving to show her best
fingerspelling and Auslan work, through multiple Videos and Photos of her work. Fantastic work, Sarah!

Silas

Catching up with remote Auslan learning tasks and applying his
talent to completing a beautiful Pet Drawing Task on time.

Blessing

Displaying persistence and excellent effort towards all her
remote Auslan work.

